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Dear Cressida, 
 

The Use of Helicopters to Police Protests 
 

Firstly, may I thank you and your officers for the excellent work you are doing during 
these strangest of times. Policing London is never easy, and I understand that it must 
be particularly difficult now. 
 
I am writing with regards to the use of helicopters, presumably for surveillance and 
safety, during protests in central London. For the past three weekends residents in the 
Cities of London and Westminster have had helicopters overhead for most of the day 
and, on occasion, early into the morning. As a resident of Pimlico, myself, my family, 
my neighbours and I can attest to the disruption they have caused. 
 
I understand that the Police have a duty to keep protesters and residents safe whilst 
protecting local businesses, but is there a case for a wider use of drone technology in 
this policing methodology? I can see several benefits: there would be considerably 
less noise pollution and disruption to local residents, the environmental benefits are 
indisputable, and I would assume there would be a financial saving as well. 
 

I fully support the use of helicopters when mission appropriate, in supporting the 
policing of vehicle pursuits or locating fleeing suspects for example, but perhaps in 
situations where a helicopter might be hovering in an almost stationary position for a 
number of hours on end then drones might be more suitable? 
 

Without wishing to impinge on your operational procedures my residents and I would 
welcome your views on the matter. 
 

  



As ever, I remain supportive of your excellent work and my residents and I thank you 
and your officers for your service. 
 

Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Nickie Aiken MP 
Cities of London and Westminster 
 
Office of Nickie Aiken MP 
 
nickie.aiken.mp@parliament.uk 
Tel: 0207 219 4553 
www.nickieaiken.org.uk 
 
CC: 
 
Kit Malthouse MP, Minister for Crime and Policing 
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